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Translation facilities
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Introduction
Dear Customer

United Living Property Services (ULPS) will be carrying out 
improvement work to your home and block on behalf of  Westminster 
City Council. 

Before works begin we will need to carry out various surveys to 
determine the exact works required to each property and we 
will advise you accordingly.

Our customers are at the heart of everything we do and your needs 
are given the highest priority. ULPS is committed to working with 
Westminster City Council and their customers.

Prior to your work starting, your Resident Liaison Officer (RLO) 
will arrange to meet with you, to discuss the works and give 
you a team contact card.

If you have any concerns or questions, please contact us on 01322 
612950.  Alternatively, please email WCCenquiries@unitedliving.co.uk.

We hope that you find this booklet useful and informative and 
we would like to thank you in advance for your support while 
we work towards improving your home.
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Your link to ULPS and Westminster City 
Council
As the improvement works are being carried out in your home, 
your RLO will work closely with you, making sure you are kept 
informed and will always be on hand to answer any questions.

You can contact your RLO between 8.30am and 5.00pm on 
Monday - Thursday and 8.30am - 4.30pm on Friday. If you 
phone and your RLO  is not available, please leave a message 
with your contact details, and they will call you back as soon as 
they can. 

EMERGENCY CONTACT
If have an emergency relating to our work after 5pm, on the 
weekend or on a Bank Holiday, please call 01322 660226.
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Resident Liaison Officer duties
Our aim is to deliver the work, causing you as little disruption as possible 
and your RLO will be on hand to support you before, during and after the 
works.

Before the work starts your Resident Liaison Officer (RLO) will go through 
this customer information pack and make sure you fully understand 
what is going to happen and when.

Your RLO will also:
1. Carry out a customer profile (please see Data Protection Policy 

about what we do with your personal information)
• This is to ensure your contact details are correct.
• Identify any specific or special needs you may have such as 

health issues that could be affected by the work. 
2. Carry out a photographic pre-condition survey

• This is to make sure the condition of your home and 
possessions are recorded before any works start, this is to 
ensure we leave your home as we found it.  

3. Pre-work surveys
• An appointment will be made with you to carry out any 

required surveys before work start.
4. Discuss the extent of the works to your home and health and safety 

issues.
5. Establish points of contact.
6. One week before the work begins your RLO will give you a courtesy 

call to remind you of your start date and to check that the original 
arrangements are still ok.  You will also get another courtesy call the 
day before the work is due to start.

7.  Visit your home as required whilst work is in progress to make sure 
that there are no outstanding issues.

Your RLO will be based on site between 8.30am and 5.00pm, Monday to 
Thursday and 8.30am - 4.30pm on Friday.
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Health and safety
HELP US TO KEEP YOU SAFE
Building work can some times attract opportunist crime, in 
particular bogus tradesmen trying to gain access to your home.

We try to take every precaution to keep you safe and ask you 
to please be aware of our security procedures:

• All ULPS staff wear photo identification card, as 
shown in the picture 
(right);

• ID cards will be shown 
on every visit;

• All of our staff and 
subcontractors wear 
ULPS branded uniform;

• Our Resident Liaison 
Officer will pre-book appointments to gain access to 
your property;

Do not allow anybody into your home without checking they 
have the correct identification. If you have any doubts about 
their identity, ask them to wait outside while you contact 
your RLO.

KEEPING SAFE DURING THE WORKS
All ULPS operatives are fully trained in safe working practices 
and because of this we have an excellent safety record. Please 
take notice of any safety requests the operatives may make 
when working in and around your home and, in particular, we 
ask that you do not turn the electrical supply on or off without 
letting us know while we are carrying out the works.
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We ask that whilst the work is being carried out, that you do 
not enter any of the work areas and that these areas are kept 
clear through out the work.
 
If you need access to any work area during the day, please ask 
one of our operatives first, or contact your RLO.

KEY HOLDING PROCEDURE
We will install a key safe facility on site, and implement a key 
safe procedure which tracks and logs the movement of keys 
every time they are used. 

OTHER POINTS TO NOTE
Once work commences in your home  we will require access 
until the work is completed. (Monday –Friday).

Works will be completed in stages and this will be fully 
explained to you during the pre condition survey carried out 
with you and the Resident  Liaison Officer before any works 
commence.
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Before the work starts
In preparation for the work to begin, you may need to move 
some of your belongings away from the area we will be 
working in. If you need assistance in moving items then please 
let your RLO know and they will arrange for someone to 
help you. Please note that we cannot move any of your items 
without you being present. Valuables should always be moved 
to a safe and secure place.

Both parties should adhere to the agreed start date. However, 
should there be any delays, we will keep you informed. If you 
have any reason why work cannot start on the date given in 
the start letter or cannot continue on any given day, you must 
notify the RLO as soon as you know.
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Frequently asked questions
How much notice will I get?
We will give you as much notice as possible before we carry out 
any work to your home.  You we will also receive a start date 
letter before work commences.

Will the contractor need to visit me before the work starts?
Some things are unique to particular homes, so the contractor 
will need to visit you beforehand. They will make an 
appointment with you to come and look at the proposed work 
and discuss any concerns you may have.

Will I have to move out?
No, we will carry out the work while you are still in your home. 
We will ensure that your water and electricity are working 
each evening, when we leave. 

Should I notify my home insurance company that building 
work is going to take place?
You should notify your home insurer of the proposed building 
works.

What are the contractor’s working hours?
Our contractors work from 8.00am – 5.00pm Monday to 
Thursday, and Friday 8.00am - 4.30pm. Exceptionally noisy 
work will be done between 9.00am – 5.00pm, wherever 
possible. If there is any need to work outside of these hours 
you will be consulted beforehand.
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Who can I contact about this?
Your Resident Liaison Officer will speak to you regularly during 
the improvements. You will be kept informed about access, 
choices and anything else you need to know to make sure that 
the work goes smoothly. Your Resident Liaison will be happy 
to discuss any concerns with you and answer any questions you 
may have.

How will I know the person at my door is one of the 
Contractors?
All contractors’ employees will carry identification. If you are at 
all worried, please call your Resident Liaison Officer. They will 
be able to confirm that the person at your door has been sent 
by one of our contractors.

What happens at a post-completion inspection/sign off?
These will be carried out jointly with Westminster City Council to ensure 
both you and Westminster City Council are completely happy with the 
work carried out.

What happens if I have a problem after the work is finished?
After the work in your home is finished, if you have any 
problems in the first 12 months please contact your project 
administrator on 01322 612950.
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Customers’ responsibilities
• Please allow us access as requested and agreed 

to enable us to complete the works to your home 
without delay.

• Please give us 24 hours’ notice if you have to cancel an 
appointment to avoid delay in the works for you and 
your neighbours.

• Please treat all of our staff and subcontractors with 
respect and consideration.

• Please keep children and pets away from the work 
area for their own safety and to allow us to work 
effectively.

• Please do not leave children under the age of 16 
alone in your home without adult supervision while 
we are working there*.

• Please let us know immediately if you have special 
health or medical problems that may be affected by 
the proposed work.

• Please keep all work areas free from obstruction.

*Our staff will not continue to work in your home when children are left 
unaccompanied as this may void our public liability insurance.
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Health and Safety
At United Living all our operatives are fully trained in safe working 
practices and because of this we have an excellent safety record.  
Please take notice of any safety requests the operatives may make 
when working in and around your home and in particular we ask that 
you do not turn the electrical supply on or off without letting us know 
while we are carrying out the works.  for your safety please:
• Consider the area we are working in
• Let any visitors to your home know about the work we are doing
• Tell children the area we are working in can be dangerous and ask 

them to stay away from it
• keep pets away from the area we are working in
• try to keep access to the work area clear of obstacles.
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Asbestos
We will be checking each property for asbestos before any works 
start by firstly reviewing the existing asbestos register in place for 
your property if it has one. We will also carry out a specialist Asbestos 
Refurbishment and Demolition Survey.

If there is asbestos in your home, it will not pose a risk unless it has 
been damaged or disturbed. Only by drilling or cutting asbestos are 
potentially harmful fibre released into the air.

Any asbestos removal works we carry out will be undertaken by 
experts and safe methods of removal will be agreed before starting 
any work. Our RLO will provide you with more information if we need 
to carry out any asbestos removal work.

Our RLO will contact you to let you know when these works will be 
taking place. We will ask you to move any fixtures or items that may be 
attached to or close to the fence to avoid any potential damage.
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Scaffolding
There is little for you to do to get ready for this work.  Please 
ensure to:
• Keep valuable and breakable possessions away from 

windows.
• Keep windows closed during work and when you go out.
• Keep your children and any pets away from opens windows 

to avoid them getting onto the scaffolding.

If you have any concerns, please call your RLO immediately.

Before the works start, we would like to remind you to contact 
your contents insurance provider to inform them that works 
are being carried out and that there will be scaffolding around 
your home or block.  This should not normally affect your 
premium.

Satellite dishes and aerials
We may need to relocate your satellite dish or aerial whilst the 
scaffold is in place.  You may therefore experience some slight 
interference with your reception.

We will replace your satellite dish or aerial to its original 
location where appropriate once the scaffolding is ready to be 
taken down.
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External Repairs
External works may vary greatly.  Your RLO will let you know what 
work is proposed, but typically it might include any of the following:

• External render repairs
• replacement guard rail system on flat roof
• concrete repairs on flat roof
• Roof membrane work

To undertake the work safely and efficiently it’s usually necessary 
to erect a full scaffold around the building. With a flat roof it may be 
possible to reduce the scaffold to a smaller access tower, providing we 
can install a temporary safety guardrail around the roof, to protect the 
workers.

Clearing work areas
To help us, please ensure areas where the work is being done are 
cleared of your personal items, i.e. hanging baskets, flower pots, 
before the start.  Any items that are not removed may delay the works.  

Please do not try and move heavy or items alone.  if this is likely to 
cause a problem )for example if you are elderly or disabled), please 
contact your RLO - we’ll be happy to help.

These works will unavoidably create some dust and noise.  We will do 
our best to keep both levels down and will clean up each day.

Concrete and brick repairs
To help us, please ensure areas where the work is being done are 
cleared of your personal items, i.e. hanging baskets, flower pots, before 
the start. Any items that are not removed may delay the works. These 
works will unavoidably create some dust and noise. We will do out best 
to keep both levels down and will clean up each day.
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During the work 
The work we are carrying out may be dependent upon weather 
conditions.  We will be unable to carry out some work if it is very cold, 
windy, or if raining.  We may also have to allow time for materials to 
dry out, so you may not see worker on site every day.

There will be some disruption during these works, particularly within 
the first few days, but we will try to keep this to a absolute minimum, 
and we will clear up as much as possible during the work and 
afterwards.

Please note: Occasionally we have to arrange for overhead power 
cables that are fixed to the building to be temporarily relocated 
during the work. This work can only be done by the local electricity 
distribution company and may delay the work. We’ll certainly chase 
them up until the work is completed, but sometimes the delay is 
beyond our control.
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Window replacement

All windows to flats are included.  No allowances has been 
made for replacement main entrance doors to the property, 
flat entrance doors or internal fire doors.

Where possible, we usually replace windows using low 
maintenance white UPVC, because it’s typically far more energy 
efficient and secure compared to the old ones.  However, if 
your home is a listed building, or within a conservation area, 
we will normally be required to stick to the existing window 
material.

Depending on the type of property and what we are planning 
to replace, the windows will typically take between one to two 
days to install.  Your RLO will discuss this with you.

Taking measurements before installation
We will need access to your home to measure up for the 
replacement windows.

Cleaning work areas
You will be asked to clear furniture and your personal 
belongings from the areas where we will be working, and store 
them away safely in another area before we arrive.  This may 
include removing pictures and mirrors from the walls in the 
immediate area where we will be working.
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Please make sure that you look after your valuables and put 
them somewhere safe.  This is also applicable to the route from 
your door to the area we will be working in.

Installation
We will usually work on a room by room basis, removing the 
old window and installing the new window, including the 
glazing, before moving to the next room.

We will minimise damage to your decorations immediately 
next to the window frames by using white plastic trim.  Very 
occasionally it may be necessary to carry out some plastering 
work, but we will leave it in a suitable condition ready for you 
to decorate.  In most cases no decorating work is necessary at 
all, after the new windows have been fitted.
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Finishing
• We will need to make a return visit to fit trims and window sills as 

well as window ‘furniture’ such as handles and catches. We will test 
them and provide you with the keys for all locks

• Complete associated concrete repairs following removal and 
reinstatement of balcony screens

• Window replacement normally takes a couple of days per home 
• All new windows are UPVC double glazed
• If you are due to have new windows or doors, we will visit you 

before work to your home starts to carry out a window or door 
survey. We will measure your windows to make sure that your new 
UPVC windows are made to the correct size.
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Roofline work
This will include the replacement of the soffits, fascias and 
rainwater goods.  This will also include gutters and downpipes.  
We will remove all of the existing fascia boards, soffits, and 
guttering.  We will also repair any damage to the rafter feet to 
ensure a solid fixing for the new products.

An eaves protection system will then be installed where 
applicable.  This is a rigid plastic tray that sits under the 
first row of tiles and bends down outside the tiles to guide 
rainwater into your new guttering.

What are rainwater goods?
Rainwater goods relates to all products installed on the 
exterior of a building to protect it from the rain.  This includes 
downpipes and guttering.

Rainwater goods protect the building from rainwater damage.
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The Working Environment  Safety & Security
Everyone working on site will…                                   United Living will… 
• Protect the route to the working area with floor 

coverings 
• Use clean dust sheets to protect floors and furniture 
• Ensure materials are stacked neatly and safely  
• Ensure services are re‐instated at the end of each 

working day  
• Keep the local area, its roads and footpaths clean 

and tidy  
• Cover skips where dust could be a nuisance and not 

to allow skips to overflow  
• Park in allotted areas  
• Keep scaffold rubbish free, clean and safe  
• Keep materials and plant within site boundaries  
• Avoid pollution and minimise wastage at all times  
• Recycle materials where possible  
• Keep down noise of operatives, vehicles, plant and 

works in progress  
• Minimise on‐site storage and assembly of materials  

• Follow all health and safety procedures and never 
compromise on safety 

• Advise residents on general site safety  
• Conduct regular safety visits and audits 
• Store materials and equipment safely 
• Carry out safety assessments and guarantee that 

public & operative safety is given priority  
• Provide ramps, or signed diversions, for wheelchairs 

and prams where we have disturbed the pavement 
• Ensure pedestrian access around the site is kept safe 

and clean 
• Ensure that any keys provided to occupied properties 

are held by a nominated person  
• Treat any details about residents or their home in 

strict confidence and will never discuss such 
information with other residents   

Everyone working on site will…                                      
• Keep a resident’s home secure while work is being 

undertaken and close the front door when the 
property is left unattended  

• Ensure ground floor ladders are removed overnight  
• Restrict access to scaffolding to minimise risk to 

security and safety  
• Exercise particular care when children are present  
• Never enter or remain in a resident’s home with 

unaccompanied children under 16  
• Always wear or carry an Identity Card and be happy 

to show it to a resident when we call  
• Wear clean United Living corporate clothing with a 

clearly visible logo 

Consultation & Communication 
United Living will… 
• Attend resident meetings and consult properly 
• Supply all residents with the Code of Conduct and an 

information pack before work commences  
• Provide daytime contact numbers and emergency 

numbers for out‐of‐hours  
• Keep residents informed through letters, notice 

boards and/or newsletters  
• Get to know resident representatives and others 

involved in the local community  
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We expect all our staff to:

• Treat you and your home with respect;
• Always show a photographic identification card and 

ask permission to enter your home;
• Work in a safe manner and ensure the safety of you 

and your family;
• Be polite, courteous and compassionate at all times;
• Provide you with a list of contacts should you have 

any queries or concerns;
• Keep customers informed of their actions;
• Ensure equality and fairness by being sensitive to 

different cultural needs and the needs of vulnerable 
groups such as the elderly or disabled;

• Use appropriate covers and screening in work areas 
and clean up at the end of each day;

• Treat your information as confidential, ensuring your 
safety and privacy is a priority;

• Behave as they would expect others to behave in their 
house;

• Explain what they have come to do, approximately 
how long it will take and how it will affect you;

• Ensure all services are restored at the end of each 
working day;

• Inform the customer when they are leaving the 
property;

• Maintain a safe means of exit at all times;
• We will always try to keep our appointments but if we 

are unable to attend we will give you 24 hours notice 
and then arrange a new appointment.
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And not to:

• Work before 8.00am and finish after 5.00pm or work 
at weekends unless you agree otherwise;

• Use or move customers’ belongings without express 
permission at any time;

• Smoke in a customers home;
• Use radio’s or personal stereos on site;
• Use a customer’s toilet or washing facilities (unless 

arrangements have been made);
• Use ( or ask to use) a customers’ telephone;
• Leave tools, loose materials or gas bottles in a 

property overnight;
• Use a customer’s property for lunch or tea breaks;
• Use the customer’s gas or electricity without express 

permission.

It is our duty to be aware of and work in accordance with 
United Living Property Services’ Equal Opportunity Policy. We 
will not tolerate acts of unlawful discrimination, derogatory, 
racist or sexual remarks, innuendoes or racial and sexual 
harassment towards customers, members of the public or site 
personnel.
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Diversity & Equality
Any discrimination against a person on the basis of disability, 
age, gender, sexual orientation, race, colour, or belief is 
unacceptable to us as we strive to provide the best possible 
services to all our customers regardless.

We respect an individual’s culture and circumstances and, 
where appropriate, endeavour to identify and support 
customers with special needs.

We would really appreciate it if you would bring to our 
attention any special needs we may not have been aware 
of so that we can make every effort, where possible, to 
accommodate you. 

In return we politely ask that customers respect the diverse and 
multicultural workforce we employ.

SUPPORTING RESIDENTS WITH ADDITIONAL NEEDS
Because people are different, people have different things 
that they need help with. We want to make sure this help and 
support meets your individual or personal needs.

If you are vulnerable or have a disability we will be able to 
offer you:

• One-to-one consultations
• Help with packing, moving and covering furniture and 

belongings
• Daily RLO visits
• Language or translation support (in the case of non-English 

speaking households).
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QUERIES
If you are unsure about any of the works being carried out - or 
have any special needs that we should be aware of, please let 
your RLO know.

COMPLAINTS
If you wish to make a complaint, please contact your RLO in 
the first instance. We will keep your landlord fully informed as 
to our actions.

LETTING US KNOW HOW WE’RE DOING
We appreciate your feedback as it helps us make ongoing 
improvements. Please take the time to fill in the satisfaction 
survey form provided at the end of the work.

CUSTOMER DROP INS
If you have a query or concern that you would like to discuss 
in person, a member of our team will be available for 
consultation between 8am and 5pm, Monday to Thursday and 
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Compliments, comments & 
complaints
We always aim to offer a great service but like any organisation 
we can make mistakes. We are always pleased to hear when 
we do a great job and welcome your compliments, comments 
and complaints. We welcome your feedback so we can learn 
from our mistakes and improve our service to you.

WHEN WE GO THE EXTRA MILE
If a member of staff has offered great customer service and was 
particularly helpful or supportive, or did something that made 
things easier – we would love to hear about it.
We’ll make sure that member of staff is recognised.

IF WE GET IT WRONG
If you are unhappy with the service you receive from us please 
let us know – Your RLO is the best person to speak to. They 
will investigate it thoroughly, quickly and fairly, keeping you 
informed throughout. Please give them as much information as 
possible and they will do their utmost to support you through 
the process.

We try to keep things simple and sort things out on the spot, 
but if things take longer than we hoped, we will keep you 
informed of progress and any delays.

Should you feel your RLO has not been able to deal with your complaint, 
your Westminster City Council Customer Care Officer will be able to 
assist.
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Alternatively, write, with full details and any supporting evidence, 
to:

The Customer Satisfaction Coordinator
United Living Property Services
Media House
Azalea Drive
Swanley 
Kent 
BR8 8HU
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Record
Your complaint 
will be recorded 

and given a 
reference

Acknowledge
We will 

acknowledge 
your complaint 
in writing, if you 
have written to 

us

Investigate
Your complaint 

will be 
investigated 

with the project 
team

Within 
two 

working 
days

Outcome
We will advise you 
of the outcome of 
our investigation 

and agree any 
actions required. 

Complaint Handled Correctly?
Was the complaint responded to 
on every point raised, in a fair and 

responsible manner and will all 
necessary information?

Any remedial action 
required will be 

undertaken within an 
agreed timescale.

Usually 
within 
seven 

working 
days

Please write to us with your reasons 
and any supporting evidence.

We will review your comments and 
consult with WCC before responding to 

you in writing with our findings.

NOYES

Usually within ten 
working days

If we get it wrong
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Notes
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UNITED LIVING PROPERTY SERVICES
MEDIA HOUSE
AZALEA DRIVE
SWANLEY 
KENT BR8 8HU

Unitedliving.co.uk


